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Executive summary 
 

In the 1
st

 release of this report we have formulated the key requirements for operator trust in autonomics (TiA) 
and described the approaches to meet them; those are summarised in the current release and enhanced 
further.  

Stability, robustness and security issues arising from future Self-Organising Networks (SONs) must be 
understood today, and involved in their design, standardisation and certification. We address the issue of 
Operator trust in autonomic features of their networks (e.g. LTE SON) through the following five requirements 
and our approaches to meet them: 1. Trust must be measurable (we consider the three facets of operator trust 
– reliable operation, trustworthy interworking and seamless deployment and suggest a composite metric for 
SON stability), 2. Trust must be SON-specific (we define a KPI-based envelope of dependable adaptations), 3. 
Trust must be model-driven (we demonstrate how to construct such models based on predicates), 4. Trust 
must be propagated end-to-end (we show that trust networks emerge from predicate-enabled behaviours), 5. 
Trust must be certified (we outline the certification process). Trust predicates that are defined at the design 
phase as abstract behaviours, and verified at run-time as fully qualified ones, prove to have the power of 
policies – check them once and re-use many times; rewrite them to cater for new behaviours. 

The five outlined approaches were integrated in the emerging TiA methodology, which is exemplified by the 
creation of raw certificates for a couple of sample Network Empowerment Mechanisms also developed in the 
project. The methodology requires further work; we report here some fundamental issues and consider their 
discovery and identification as one of the main achievements of the TiA task in the project. Yet we were able to 
demonstrate that our approaches are viable when the problem of trust is defined with sufficient precision. 
First, we limit the understanding of trust only to Operator Trust in Automation, where automation is applied to 
certain management functions traditionally performed/controlled by humans. Second, we demonstrated that 
our five approaches to trust facets make trust being operationally defined

1
 in Deming’s sense  This definition 

precision did allow us to successfully create a relevant Work Item within ETSI, where further work on 
certification proceeds. 

The second major enhancement as compared to the 1
st

 release is the inclusion of business aspect of 
certification. We report here our findings on possible certification scope, discuss the assumptions and 
requirements, and describe from a business impact point of view a number of certification scenarios such as 
offline and online certification, self-certification and 3rd party certification.    

 
  

                                                                 
1
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operational_definition#Business  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operational_definition#Business
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1. Foreword 
In the domain-specific deployments of UMF (Unified Management Framework) the interests of several groups 
of stakeholders will be interwoven. This will be reflected at various design phases in various priorities set to 
different groups of requirements, both functional and non-functional. However, the importance of the two 
non-functional requirements – manageability and trustworthiness – is likely to be set at a high level by all 
involved stakeholders. Therefore the project addressed these two requirements together and demonstrated 
that design for manageability is bringing certain benefits for the design for trustworthiness and vice versa. 

Such an attempt was reported in the 1
st

 release of this deliverable. Considered successful this experiment 
performed in WP4 occupies an important and central place within the project: WP2 received benefits from a 
straightforward bottom-up approach, in which the complexity of a problem at hand is being solved by the tools 
suggested by the complexity itself; the WP3 received benefits from a self-orchestration methodology outlined 
step-by-step in the reported work with examples from LTE SON and with the study of a generic machine 
learning method applicability for trust indexing. WP4 had an opportunity to enrich its UC4, as well as bring 
similar considerations to other project use cases. Last but not least, the WP5 had the opportunity to include the 
reported work into its trend-setting activities, because the main stakeholders addressed by the work are 
Mobile Network Operators (MNOs). 

 

 

Figure 1. Facets  of Operator trust in SON  
(Legend: CL- control loop, H2N – human to network) 

As Fig.1 outlines our roadmap to build an Operator Trust in SON, and in general in autonomic self-management 
of an empowered network is to gradually guarantee the following properties of an autonomic network. First, to 
assure reliable operation of each control loop; second, to guarantee trustworthy interworking between 
several control loops; and, third to facilitate seamless deployment of any number of CLs enabled by the UMF. 
The Human-to-Network (H2N) aspects comprise the next step on this roadmap, hence we deliberately included 
the business implication section in the current release. 

 

Operator trust

Trust facets1-CL N-CLs UMF H2N?

Reliable functioning Trustworthy i/w Seamless deployment

CL: Control Loop
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2. Introduction 
Our goal was not to identify exploits of future technology but to design technology add-ons that shall prevent 
the exploits. Our agenda was to design add-ons that shall be mutually beneficial to both - management of 
future technology and increased operator trust in that future technology. The outcome had to contribute to 
the certification process of future equipment that shall cover the entire manufacturing chain from design 
technology to the deployment process. 

Which possible exploits could be eliminated during the design of add-ons? We are not trying to solve general 
security problem (where the major paradigm is the comparison of access vector to the attack vector); in our 
case there is one more dimension, namely operational instability (it does not matter whether it was caused by 
an exploit or by a poor design), which will damage the operator trust in future network. That’s why we 
concentrate on self-orchestration as stability foundation. 

Our major technology use case is LTE SON [7, 10] that we select for the reasons of mature specification, large 
deployment interest, availability of industrial prototypes, and last but not least huge expected impact on 
Mobile Network Operator (MNO) networks. LTE SON is our target also because the risks associated with the 
deployment of SON features are well understood by the MNOs. These risks are: uncontrolled adaptations, 
conflicting operation, and possibility of new types of attacks.  

First, the MNOs have a strong fear of losing control over their source of revenue, the risk can be eliminated by 
the rigorous proof of the fact that adaptations of all nine groups of LTE technical parameters made 
automatically by the SON mechanisms will never leave the network behaviour envelope that defines the 
sustainable revenue – these dynamic adaptations within this envelope define for us the important aspect of 
operational stability. The above rigorous proof is likely unfeasible for all possible network situations, therefore 
our approach is to demonstrate (at the design phase) operational stability for a representative number of 
situations and to equip SON mechanisms with a human interface. The human to network interface will allow a 
human operator not only to parameterise and to follow SON automatic adaptations (at the deployment phase) 
but gradually to learn the internal logic of these adaptations and be able to improve human governance skills 
(at the service phase). The ability to learn is also useful to improve the run-time behaviour stability of the 
mechanisms over time. Of course, ideally this learning should happen during the testing of design choices, 
however it can also impact the scope and the type of certification mostly applicable to the said equipment, 

Second, almost all considered LTE SON mechanisms are potentially conflicting either in respect to monitored 
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) or in respect to controlled parameters, or both. The risks arising from the 
unsolved conflicts are multiple (LTE cell coverage and capacity inefficiency, throughput degradation due to 
unnecessarily strong interference, poor mobility management, energy wasting, etc.) and will lead to poor 
quality of experience. In general, the risk is to increase losses instead of promised optimisations. 

Third, since SON mechanisms empower the network they at the same time create possibilities for new types of 
attacks. We see at least two new attack types that can be termed sensing attack and suggestive attack. The 
sensing attack is possible because LTE SON mechanisms learn about actual network situations largely from 
radio sensing reports issued by mobile terminals; the terminals generally trusted by an MNO can be hijacked, 
mis-configured, spoofed, etc. by attackers intentionally to disrupt the SON. The suggestive attack known from 
psychology can be used to disorient cognitive engines proposed for almost all SON mechanisms.  

We address the first two types of risks through the proposed SON operational stability and conjecture that it 
will be also helpful in eliminating risks from new attack types.  

The five aspects of trust described in the 1
st

 release of this document are as follows.   

1. Trust must be measurable (we consider the three facets of operator trust – reliable operation, trustworthy 
interworking and seamless deployment and suggest a composite metric for SON stability).  

2. Trust must be NEM-specific (we define a KPI-based envelope of dependable adaptations).  

3. Trust must be model-driven (we demonstrate how to construct such models based on predicates).  

4. Trust must be propagated end-to-end (we show that trust networks emerge from predicate-enabled 
behaviours).  

5. Trust must be certified (we outline the certification process). 
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These aspects were integrated into an emerging methodology that enables future certification of UMF-
compliant autonomic NEMs. We discuss this methodology in the next section together with our major finding 
on that road: the autonomic NEMs applicable for a certification must be designed differently from conventional 
orientation of function-only design. The non-conventional requirements pose the main challenge nowadays. 

The second major enhancement as compared to the 1
st

 release is the inclusion of business aspect of 
certification. We report here our findings on possible certification scope, discuss the assumptions and 
requirements, and describe from a business impact point of view a number of certification scenarios such as 
offline and online certification, self-certification and 3rd party certification.    
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3. State of the Art and Beyond 
Relevant papers are referenced in the main part of the report as appropriate. In this section we highlight what 
we bring beyond the state of the art as the result of the cross-disciplinary nature of the reported work. To the 
best of our knowledge this is the first report that applies ecosystem modelling to LTE SON use cases in 
combination with machine learning techniques and group communication. At the same time the driving model 
of the self-orchestration is the set of unified KPIs, which set also bears certain novelty, the main body of 
publications use that KPIs that are relevant for a service in question; in our case handling of the service quality 
is also estimated by the conventional set of KPIs but self-orchestration is driven by the utility that in turn is 
computed based on unified KPIs.  

Network operators traditionally always trusted their networks because of the extensive testing all network 
equipment had to undergo in order to meet internationally standardised performance and reliability 
requirements. The situation is different today, when networks are being empowered by self-management 
features. This empowerment theoretically allows network elements to solve previously unsolved problems by 
relieving traditional management systems from routine tasks and thus promising to significantly reduce the 
cost of network management. In such networks exhaustive testing is not possible; to keep trusting their 
networks, operators must be able to verify multiple facets of network operation, hence we define the three 
main facets of operator trust: reliable functioning, trustworthy interworking, and seamless deployment shown 
in Fig.2 as a trust hierarchy. 

 

Figure 2. Hierarchy of Trust Facets 

The reliable operation applies to every Control Loop (CL) (or by extension to the NEMs in UniverSelf 
terminology) that can be deployed in the network, and includes the following phases: 

Characterise – Test – Verify – Certify. 

Those phases are applied to the performance and to the conformance of a device/function/system to be 
deployed and must be compared with that of a “reference” device/function/system, which can be a canonical 
implementation, but also a behavioural model, structured set of requirements and/or specifications, or a set of 
benchmarks. The last three phases do exist at both design phase and at the run-time. 

The trustworthy interworking applies to multiple co-existing control loops; this is achieved by their 
coordination (orchestration), and ideally by means of self-orchestration. The unification of coordination is a big 
challenge because it may include a huge variety of options, such as dynamic (at run-time coordination, static 
(pre-defined) one, centralised or distributed, etc. The coordination must be constrained by the stability 
requirement. Such challenge was addressed in the design and specification of the Unified Management 
Framework (UMF), in particular with the development of the Coordination block and its mechanisms. 

 

The coordinated control loops continue to stay autonomic in the sense that their operations have now two set 
of states that are necessarily organised in a hierarchical manner. Inner operation is being defined by CL’s 
behaviour that is optimising certain network parameter(s), while outer operation is that of coordination. The 

Reliable 
functioning 

Trustworthy 
interworking 

Seamless 
deployment 
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outer operation necessarily constrains the inner operation in such a way that coordination goals are met. Such 
organisation of the two behaviours poses a novel challenge to the design phase – namely the co-design of 
functional and coordination mechanisms. 

The seamless deployment applies to network modifications that a network operator might wish to make in a 
plug and play mode. From now on an operator will be able to deploy seamlessly and dynamically any needed 
number of control loops organised (by the coordination) in a needed number of control groups. As the way to 
achieve this we define the requirement for each deployed CL to be UMF-compliant. 

UMF compliance that enables seamless deployment is yet another behaviour of a control loop that implements 
all needed steps and phases of the UMF life-cycle for a deployed CL. Being the most outer behaviour of a CL the 
seamless deployment guides (constrains) the operation of coordination, and jointly with the coordination 
guides (constrains) the most inner operation of a control loop. 

The key concepts in modelling and the analysis of all three trust facets detailed in the main body of this report 
are the concepts of trust metrics and the utility.  

By these definitions of the trust facets we are able to distinguish between vertical trust (User to Network 
Interface) that is implemented via UMF governance interface, and horizontal trust (Network to Network 
Interface) that is implemented via coordination interface, knowledge interface and enforcement interface. 

The above outlined trust facets were obtained as deliberate abstraction and aggregation of many more facets 
that were defined at the beginning of the reported work and are summarised in the Annex A.   

3.1 Learning from Aviation 
The most important thing is to demonstrate the operator that an autonomic management does not come along 
with incalculable risks such as network outages and the like. Intuitively, human beings always have a tendency 
to distrust features that are not under their full control. However, in other domains, such as in aviation, 
automated systems have already taken a substantial part of the control over a system with much higher 
security requirements (i.e. the safety of aircraft passengers) than those in the telecom area. Even beyond, an 
article of the IEEE Spectrum Magazine [39] highlights the remaining challenges and obstacles but also the close 
opportunity that unmanned or pilotless airplane becomes a daily reality. A good example is the autopilot of a 
commercial aircraft that relieves the actual pilot from routine actions. But not only that, the autopilot is also 
able to control complex manoeuvres and supports the safe landing of the aircraft. With this in mind it should 
not be too hard to assure a network operator that a trustworthy deployment of self-* features is possible. 

In the release 1 we have studied a very specific example of operator trust in automatic control borrowed from 
the aviation, here we report only the key findings of that study.  

Concerning trust in autonomics, we can learn and apply a number of principles from an autonomic system that 
is yet more security-critical than a telecom network, namely the autopilot of an aircraft: 

- The partition of control Benwee autonomic management system and the human network operator 

should be changeable to different discrete control levels. A first example of these control levels in the 

context of the UMF and NEM is the change of state of a particular NEM from under trial to operational 

(and vice-versa) depending on its trust index estimations (see Section 3, and section 3.4 in particular). 

- Depending on the control level, the human network operator should be protected from dangerous 

changes of parameters. In the context of UMF, these “boundaries” can be defined and applied via the 

use of policies and policy based management principles. 

- The information the human network operator receives from the network management system should 

be on clearly defined hierarchical levels so that information can be easily filtered depending on the 

current needs. In the context of the UMF and NEM, this information may take the form of a Call for 

Governance. 

3.2 State of the Art in Certification 
The autonomic research community has achieved significant progress, with several architectures defined for 
autonomic machines, the most prominent being IBM’s MAPE (Monitor, Analyze, Plan, Execute) architecture 
[13]. In turn, this architecture has inspired a number of (semi-) autonomic applications including; the 
Autonomic Toolkit, ABLE, Kinesthetics eXtreme, the Open Services Gateway initiative (OSGi) platform and 
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applied to several other projects. However, there is lack of efforts in the area of autonomic computing 
certification i.e., there are only a few frameworks which guide the process by which two or more autonomic 
machines are rated in relative terms, assuming these machines target the same application domain. 

3.2.1. The importance of certification 

With a huge effort devoted to the design and development of ASs, emphasis is lacking on the certification of 
these systems.  

Authors in [18] suggest that ASs must reach trustworthy status and be “certifiable” to achieve the full vision of 
AC. Robust self-management in AC systems resulting in dynamic changes and reconfigurations requires that 
ASs should be able to continuously perform self-validation of their own behaviour and configuration, against 
their high-level behavioural goals and be able to reflect on the quality of their own adaptation behaviour. Such 
systems are considered trustworthy and then certifiable. It is then necessary to have a testing approach that 
combines design/run-time elements and is also an integral part of the self-management architecture.  

3.2.2. Certification Process 

Certification process must meet some conditions. However only very few researchers have identified 
trustworthiness as a major AC challenge and yet fewer [28], [29], [30] have actually suggested or proposed 
techniques.  

 

 

Figure 5. Certification process 

Figure  5 represents phases of certification process.  

 

Figure 6. Roadmap toward Certifiable AS 

The authors in [18] proposed a roadmap towards AS trustworthiness and therefore the way to achieve 
certifiable AC systems. The proposed layered solution for autonomic certification is illustrated in Figure 6. A 
proper validation/assessment approach should have the following characteristics: 

1. Autonomic 
System

2. Validate 3. Trustworthy 4. Certify

Level of Autonomicity

(LoA)
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 Generic:  Reusability reduces complexity and cost (in terms of time and effort) in developing validation 

processes for AS. A good validation approach should be flexible to be adapted to different adaptation 

processes and the procedure or process for this adaptation clearly detailed.  

 Design/Run-time: The dynamic changes and reconfigurations in AS could result in drawbacks such as 

the possibilities of policy conflicts and incorrect goal specifications. Again it is clear that some AS 

frameworks facilitate decision-making both at design-time and run-time. It is then necessary to 

consider testing both at design-time and run-time.  

 Integrated: Testing should be an integral part of the whole self-management architecture. Testing 

being integrated to the management structure achieves real time validation which is necessary to 

mitigate adaptation conflicts and promote consistency. 

 Automatic: Validation activity should be human independent (i.e. should be triggered by a change in 

application context, environmental volatility or a locally-detected failure requiring reconfiguration) 

following a defined validation process. But proving that a validation mechanism actually meets its set 

requirements is another issue of concern. 

3.2.3. Models for Autonomic Assessment and Software Quality 

Since autonomic computing aims essentially at improving the QoS of systems, [19] and [20] try to define an 
autonomic computing evaluation model based on the ISO/IEC 9126 standard [21]. They describe the qualitative 
binding between autonomic characteristics and the ISO/IEC 9126 factors (Figure 7).  

 

Figure 7. Organization of autonomic computing characteristics based on ISO/IEC 9126 standard quality factors 

At the same time, [22] provides a qualitative hierarchy between the eight autonomic characteristics (the four 
main ones and the four secondary ones) (Figure 8). Finally some works focus on the definition of metrics in 
order to evaluate autonomic capabilities. For example, [23], [24] and [25] propose a non-exhaustive set of 
criteria and metrics that are not related to any evaluation standard such as ISO/IEC 9126. In detail, in [23] a set 
of metrics are defined by which the autonomic systems can be evaluated and compared, namely: Quality of 
Service (QOS), cost, granularity/flexibility, robustness, degree of autonomy, adaptivity, reaction time, 
sensitivity and stabilization. 
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Figure 8.: Hierarchy between autonomic computing characteristics 

Recently (2010), [16] defined the constituents, i.e. factors, criteria and metrics, of an hybrid (refined) ISO/IEC 
9126 model for the autonomic computing area, similarly to the refinement of ISO/IEC 9126 model proposed in 
[26] while high-level indicators are defined for qualifying autonomic features. In addition an exhaustive set of 
metrics participating in the empirical evaluation of the ISO/IEC 9126 model has been identified (by using and 
enriching the list defined by [23], [24] and [25]). A hybrid ISO/IEC 9126 model for autonomic computing is 
defined (Figure 9.) in line with the proposals of [20] and [27] concerning the coupling between autonomic 
characteristics and software quality factors. 

 

 

Figure 9. Quality model for autonomic computing assessment 

Learning from these approaches and tailoring them to the UniverSelf project context and to the different 
deployment domains of the UMF has enabled us to integrate all TiA components into one emerging 
methodology that we report next. 
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4. Design-for-Trust Methodology  
From a very rigorous viewpoint perhaps our methodology is not complete , however we see the skeleton of it, 
which can be explained by few things. i/. Trust has many facets (hence, not all facets are equally important for 
all NEMs under trust evaluation); ii/. Trust is always explorative (hence, it's rather a process than an object); iii/. 
trust in any human-made technology is always constrained by the competence envelope of the technology 
(hence, it must be understood prior to trusting), iv/. algorithmical trust is always biased (hence, it's important 
to understand the designer biases); v/. since dis-trust is absolute (while any trust is relative to certain , let’s call 
them trust conditions) it is important during trusting to verify whether all conditions are still holding. We 
proceed in this section following the logic of fife facets of trust. 

4.1 Unified trust for deployment domains 
"Business wants trust and predictability above all else. Predictability makes it easy to make a simple story to 
sell to someone, it brings trust in what you are selling, and trust is the basis of all human interaction" [12]. 
Exactly because of this our choice of desired technological add-ons is in favour of a technology that helps to 
mediate between humans and networks. This technology is policy. We quickly outline what we borrow from 
the field and what are our contributions to policy. 

 Our approach to policy and policy conflict avoidance closely follows that of M. Sloman. According to [8], policy 
is a rule defining a choice in the behaviour of a system; policy domain is a set of objects and subjects with 
similar policies; policies are of the two types – obligation (O) that are set on subjects, and authorisation (A) that 
are set on objects, both with positive and negative modalities. Sloman‘s recommendations for policy conflict  
avoidance are:  1. Sub-domain policy overrides domain policy;  2. A- overrides A+; 3. Recent policy overrides 
older; 4. Short term policy overrides long term policy, etc. It is easy to see that all these recommendations 
remove conflicts between policies by separating conflicting ones into non-overlapping policy domains, where 
non-overlapping has spatial (or organisational) and temporal dimensions. 

The above is essentially generic. How do we apply these findings to a specific deployment domain? We 
conjecture that this mapping is straightforward and repeat, omitting details, Figure 10 with such mapping 
exercise performed during the project for the LTE SON domain and reported in much detail in release 1 of this 
document. 

 

Figure 10. Extended policy domain (a) and its mapping to SON LTE (b) 
Legend: S – Subject; T – target object; N – notification obligation;  A- action;  M – monitor; E – event: R(m) – request for a 

method; MT – mobile terminal; LB – Load balancing; MRO – Mobility robustness optimisation 

This mapping was made easy by using the policy domain extension model outlined in [11]. One more extension 
we make to the policy domain is a novel type of policy that is neither obligation nor authorisation, it is rather 
an intention declared prior to an action, and as such it is conceptually very close to a promise in promise theory 
[5,12]. We term the new policy type a predicate; we consider rather grammatical than logical meaning of a 
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predicate. If an atomic behaviour of certain control loop can be considered as a sentence, then the decision 
process of that control loop will be its grammatical subject. Consider for example the following sentence 
expressed as our predicate: 

“MRO in cell A increments the TTT by 10%”  Predicate (Subject; Parameters) 

Here we distinguish between subject (MRO) its action “… increments the TTT by …%”, which is our predicate, 
while the rest (A, 10) makes a set of parameters. Note, however that if another control loop would exist that 
could modify Time To Trigger, then TTT would be part of the parameter set rather than of a predicate; the 
same applies to % - the units in which the increment is measured. The increment though cannot be part of a 
parameter set; when MRO chooses to decrement TTT it uses another predicate. 

We shall use the following forms of a predicate: A-predicate=Predicate (*,*), which defines an abstract 
behaviour; P-predicate= {Predicate(S,*) | Predicate (*,P)}, which defines only partially qualified behaviour, and 
F-predicate=Predicate(S,P), which defines fully qualified behaviour. Predicates are used to define, establish, 
negotiate, etc. trust in the process of self-orchestration by control loops and between control loops inside a 
domain and across domains, however under any-scale-precise governance of a human. Trust predicates are to 
be defined at the design phase and verified at run-time, so that a self-orchestrating behaviour is safeguarded in 
a behaviour envelope that is constrained by achieved utility and threshold on components (goals) of this utility. 

Definition of predicates can be considered as a specific step in the SON functional design that follows the step 
in which goal (operator) policies are designed. Such sequence of design steps assures that all SON behaviour 
choices targeted by goal policies are being properly externalised via the predicates. 

Thus, we conclude our methodology starts with the unified expression of both operator policies and NEM 
internal policies in the deployment domain. The next step is to define how trust can be measured. 

4.2 Measurable Trust 
Independent of the particular method (e.g. Bayesian Networks, Markov model) that may be applied for 
evaluating whether a control loop is trustworthy or not, a first important step is to define observable 
parameters/metrics that can be measured and monitored in a system, and that can be linked to a level of 
trustworthiness. A set of generic observable parameters that can be considered for the self-evaluation of 
control loops so as to derive a measure of their trustworthiness includes (but is not limited to) the following:  

• Deviation from requested goals of a control loop (e.g. Quality of Service (QoS) levels) 
• Resources involved for the enforcement of certain control loop(s) decisions/actions. 
• Time required for the enforcement of control loop decisions/actions. 
• Number of reconfigurations deriving from certain control loop decisions/actions.  

It should be noted that different observable parameters may be considered for diverse self-management 
functionalities (control loops). Such observable parameters can be measured for each executed control loop to 
obtain an estimation of an "instantaneous trust index" [1], e.g. as a weighted sum of the observable 
parameters following an approach of [2] for the evaluation of an interaction between, say an agent and a user.  
It should also be noted that the term goal above refers to what should be achieved by a control loop. In order 
to achieve contractual agreement elements, self-management functions (control loops) must reach certain 
goals.  Thus if the decision of a certain control loop deviates from these goals this decision should not be 
deemed as trustworthy. Consequently, the larger the measured deviation, the number/amount of resources 
involved, the time required and the number of reconfigurations, the higher the level of inefficiency of certain 
control loop decisions/actions. In general a high level of inefficiency can be mapped to a low level of 
trustworthiness, i.e. to a low instantaneous trust index. More specifically, if the level of inefficiency of a control 
loop exceeds a specific predefined threshold, its instantaneous trust index will be decreased.  

In order to obtain an "overall trust index", the long term performance of governance and self-management 
functions should also be taken into account, considering instantaneous as well as past information. The 
metrics, the instantaneous and the overall trust index are combined in the below proposed model (in section 
model-driven trust), following a similar to Q-learning approach in order to enhance the decision making 
process of a control loop in terms of trust.  

Now, when a designer has a uniform expression of all involved policies and has metrics for measuring trust – 
both being uniform and generic, it is time to concentrate on domain-specific aspects of trust. 
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4.3 Domain-specific Trust 
Our sample domain - LTE SON - can be characterised as a highly dynamic one: both uplink and downlink 
capacities for a mobile user will be increased dramatically alongside with possibility for a user to move while 
being connected at a speed of up to 300 km/h. Another aspect of dynamicity is a number of SON features that 
are not only standardised but are reported by vendors as being implemented. It appears that conventional 
management approaches will not work in such dynamic environment. 

We consider a number of SON LTE controls co-existing in operator network(s) and jointly performing specified 
optimisation of various RAT parameters. These co-optimizations may lead to conflicts [9] and in general to the 
lack of network stability, which might cause a massive loss in operator revenue, and as a result lack of operator 
trust in the SON capabilities of the LTE technology. This in turn, creates a fundamental issue with the LTE 
architecture; in a radical move towards flat architecture the LTE embraces SON paradigm as a substitute to the 
total centralization (the Core Network concept) of previous mobile network architectures. This way it appears 
that operator trust can be based on the assured (and perhaps certified) stability of the SON, which translates 
into the stability of all co-existing controls in all possible operational situations.  

The controlled emergence in the orchestration plane appears to be an important issue. This can be explained 
by a very high heterogeneity of parameters controlled by SON mechanisms, and respectively by heterogeneous 
impact on the set of target KPI. The heterogeneity appears from the fact that almost all controls when 
modelled as a set of Finite State Machines will have states that are long-lived and short-lived; additionally 
transitions between some states will be relatively low, and quick between other states. Orchestration though 
will be required only in certain states and triggered only by certain transitions; thus, we conclude it is mostly 
impossible to build a unified (in state space and in interaction patterns) orchestration plane. Instead, we 
attempt to build an orchestration that is dynamic.  

The emergence will follow dynamic hierarchy in which primary control loops are those that support the real 
world events (e.g. mobility events), while all sophistications should go on top. The framework for the 
emergence can be also expressed in predicates, such as trigger, continue, speed-up, slow-down, stop, etc. 
which themselves can be seen as secondary control loops embedded in SON, and serve the purpose of building, 
controlling  and dismantling the orchestration plane  on demand. Orchestration on demand (or, emergence of 
control communication) is conjectured here as the main facilitator of SON LTE stable and safe interactions. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to include additional useful and generic orchestration behaviour elements, such as 
leader election, leader rotation, bootstrapping to a community, etc. – those will help to further optimise the 
SON.  

As usual, when we face the need to address heterogeneity within the design we create models that help to 
map domain specifities into a scale that is instrumental to make decisions, hence the next section elaborates 
on a model-driven trust. 

4.4 Model-driven Trust 
The method described in the release 1 of this document was a generic one (and applied to real SON LTE cases 
in the next section) and targets at enforcing a control loop with the knowledge if its decisions are trustworthy 
enough. Thus, a control loop is enabled to reach its most trustworthy decisions given the current context of the 
system. Furthermore, the decision making process can be enhanced in terms of reduced time required for 
selecting a particular action, as a former “trustworthy” decision may be applied for the same/similar context 
without the need of executing an optimisation process.  

Each time a decision is made, the control loop provides information on the contextual situation (parameters of 
the trigger for the Control loop) and the corresponding decision made.  The values of relevant metrics are 
retrieved after the application of the decision of the control loop. The retrieved values are used so as to 
calculate and update the efficiency level, the instantaneous trust index and the overall trust index, given the 
context of the system. The knowledge-base is updated accordingly.  

The proposed model follows Q-learning approach detailed in the 1
st

 release. In particular, after the selection of 
the metrics and the collection of the measurements, the latter will be used for calculating the level of efficiency 
of the control loop. The way that the Efficiency Level (EL) can be calculated is given by equation (1) and may 
involve different functions F such as the weighted sum of the metrics. 
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1 2( ) ( , ,..., )nEL t F m m m  (1) 

where m1, m2, ...., mn stand for the different metrics.  

Additionally, a threshold for EL is defined with respect to equation (2), i.e. the value of function F when the 
minimum desired values of the metrics are used. 

1, 2, ,( , ,..., )thres opt opt n optEL F m m m  (2) 

Consequently, if the EL of the control loop decision is below the defined threshold, the control loop decision 
will be rated negatively i.e. the Instantaneous Trust Index (ITI)   (corresponding to the payoff of Q-Learning 
technique) for the certain state   and action (decision)/ selected control loop    will be a negative real number. 
On the contrary, if the EL of the control loop decision is over the defined threshold, then the control loop 

decision will be rated positively, i.e. the corresponding payoff (ITI)   for the certain state   and action 
(decision) a will be a positive real number (equation (3)). 
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where               represents the payoff for a particular system state   and action   at instance  . 

Accordingly, the ITIs will then be used to update the Overall Trust Index (OTI), which provides a more 
aggregated view of the trustworthiness of a particular decision/control loop over time (taking into account past 
trust estimations). In other words, it comprises both instantaneous information as well as “historical” 
information. Following the Q-learning approach [3], the OTI will first be calculated and then, during the next 
iterations, be updated until it reaches its maximum value according to equations (4) and (5): 
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       (5) 

where              corresponds to the OTI when the control loop is triggered by a situation (system state) 

     and reaches decision      and symbol 
,s r

  refers to the average value. The discount factor       

stands for the weight of the payoff and is closely related to the time that has elapsed from the payoff, i.e. the 
larger    designates that the more distant payoffs are more important. Moreover, parameter   denotes the 
learning rate of the system. 

 
Figure 11. High-level view of control loop trustworthiness assessment process  

and update of corresponding knowledge base 
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As already mentioned, the derived knowledge on situations encountered and corresponding decision made by 
the control loop from the above described method will then be stored in a knowledge base (Figure 11). 
According to this knowledge base the control loop will be enabled to select the most trustworthy decision 
given its inputs and the trigger.  It should be noted that the focus of the presented method is more on 
assessing the performance of a control loop (or potentially a set of control loops) and consequently derive how 
much it can be trusted to operate autonomously and is not relevant to security. Nevertheless, the use of the 
described method and its outcomes may help to identify situations when conventional isolation mechanisms 
need to be applied. Next, how to apply the above to multiple concurrent control loops? 

4.5 End-to-End Trust 
We have asked ourselves a question: whether it is possible that SON CL’s being highly heterogeneous from the 
Time, Cost, and Utility viewpoint exhibit certain similarity from some other viewpoint? This question became 
important as soon as we have realised the high complexity of the interaction of multiple CLs. Following the 
pioneering work reported in [9] we started our analysis with the detection and resolution of conflicts between 
co-existing CLs. During this work the graphical representation of interactions between control loops by means 
of concept maps appeared to be not only fruitful but also revealed the importance of the above question.  

Our concept mapping experience was reported in the 1
st

 release and has revealed the fact that the internal 
structure of all CLs is almost the same for all controls. It turned out that each CL can be decomposed into two 
sub-loops – one increasing the values of certain control parameters, another – for decreasing these values, 
both in response to the observed (measured, sensed) changes in the target Key Performance Indicators. As the 
concept map in Figure 13 demonstrates the three co-existing CLs, namely MRO, RACH, and LB are each 
consisting of the two sub-loops and are tightly interconnected through their influence to LTE cell parameters 
and through their joint but not yet orchestrated response to the changes in the overlapping KPIs. The former 
opens the opportunity to orchestrate co-existing controls by manipulating their on-off processes, but the latter 
was really the source of the bad news known as the state explosion problem. 

A model (concept map or state machine) of only three co-existing control loops already is so complex that does 
not facilitate required reasoning about the orchestration of the interactions.  

 

Figure 13. Three interacting SON control loops 
Legend: RB – Resource Block, CIO – Cell Initial offset, TTT – Time to trigger 

The starting point of our current understanding of SON orchestration model was an attempt [6] to put all seven 
currently considered LTE SON controls in one picture. Figure 14 shows the relations between nine groups of 
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control parameters and 26 KPI’s that are to be monitored in LTE; the relation arrow between parameter and 
KPI is colour-coded by seven SON controls; basically Figure 14 in which controls are hidden in the relations, is a 
bipartite graph. It appeared to us that despite the high complexity of this graph it was a useful step towards the 
understanding of the required orchestration model. 

 

Figure 14. Seven interacting SON control loops 
Legend: CCO- Coverage and Capacity Optimisation; ES – Energy Savings; IR - Interference reduction; MRO – Mobility 

Robustness Optimisation, MLB – Mobility Load balancing; RACH- Random Access Channel; ICIC – Inter-cell Interference 
Coordination 

 

Figure 15. Towards self-orchestration model of SON 
Legend:  (see Table 1),   Unified metrics: A – Random Access, Gho – Good Handover, R- Retransmission,  T – Throughput, 

Bho – Bad Handover, Nn – New Calls,Nd – Dropped calls, Nb – Blocked calls 

To reveal the essential structural properties (traceable connectivity, degree of connectivity) of our graph we did 
redraw it to explicitly show SON controls, and clustered KPI’s in the two groups – positive and negative 
respectively. The resulting graph (Figure 15) turned out to be very instrumental in the unification of metrics. 
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But also it reveals important structure interconnecting our seven SON controls with our nine unified metrics, 
which is shown in the right part of Figure 15. 

Finally, as reported in the deliverable D3.9 the achieved self-orchestration greatly improves stability, as Figure 
16 is demonstrating the joint utility of seven concurrent LTE SON control loops has almost five times smaller 
standard deviation on mean, with the mean joint utility value being almost the same. 

 

Figure 16. Standard deviation of mean joint utility (a) without self-orchestration (b) with self orchestration 

4.6 Evaluation of Trust of policy methodology 
In the release 1 of this document we have reported  set of simulations has been realised in order to evaluate 
the proposed methodology for Trust of policy estimation, we summarise here the main findings. The simulation 
scenarios are executed in the OPNET simulation tool [38].  

A set of simulation scenarios have been defined, depicted in the following table in order to illustrate the policy 
translation and enforcement and evaluate the proposed methods of policy assessment and trust computation.  

 

Scenario 1 Absence of high level policies.  

Scenario 2 The operator defines a business goal which is translated to specific low level actions  

Scenario 3 The operator defines the same business goal, but this time it is translated to a different set of 
low level actions. 

 

The end-to-end delay values of streaming service experienced by the Gold user in all scenarios are illustrated in 
Figure , left while end-to-end delay values experienced by the Bronze user are illustrated to the right. From the 
first graphs it becomes obvious that in scenarios 2 and 3 after the activation of the policy (500 sec) the end-to-
end delay during congestion times is suppressed from high values (around 3 sec) to low values, below 1.8 sec 
and 1.2 sec respectively. Thus, the behaviour of the network changes in order to fulfil the new goal set by the 
operator. The end-to-end delay of Bronze user increases to high values in scenarios 2 and 3. However this fact 
has no effect on total SLA degradation, as the SLA of Bronze user is elastic to high delays. 

 

Figure 18. End-to-end delay of (left) Gold user, and (right) Bronze user 
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In order to estimate Trust according to the proposed methodology, the possibility p is calculated. The 
possibility p=P{policy, successful} express the possibility that the specific policy will be successful in fulfilling the 
business goal. The value of P is calculated based on measurements of end-to-end delay values collected from 
network monitoring after the implementation of the policy and information from upper layers of the policy 
continuum. In our case, based on Network view, it is assumed that a policy is successful if at least 90% of the 
end-to-end packet delay values are below 200msec. The following table summarises the estimated values of p, 
H(p) and policy trustworthiness according to the methodology described in the previous subsection. 

 

Policy p H(p) Trust 

Scenario 2 Policy 0.8341 0.648 0.3519 

Scenario 3 Policy 0.6708 0.914 0.086 

 

The assessment of policy translation indicates that both policies are successful. In addition, as far as Trust of 
policy is concerned, it becomes obvious that policy of scenario 2 is more trustworthy than policy of scenario 3. 
In reality, policy of scenario 3 is untrustworthy at all as its value is near 0. In a real implementation, assuming 
that the Trust threshold for policy evaluation process is set to 0.3, the policy of simulation scenario 3 will be 
rejected, having policy of scenario 2 as the only candidate solution.   

 

4.7 Method for certification of autonomic systems 
 

The starting point of certification is to classify a NEM  based on its Level of Autonomicity (LoA). In other studies 
it is referred to as Autonomic Control Levels (ACL) [32] or Degree of Autonomicity [33]. Still other papers term 
it the Autonomic Adoption Model (AAM) [13] or the Autonomic Computing Maturity Index (AMI) [34]. In this 
work, the preferred term will be LoA.  

LoA is a way of categorising ASs according to degrees. In our study we adopt the LoA classification proposed in 
[13]. According to this approach, the LoA  is characterized by what parts of the system’s autonomic 
management activities are automated versus those that are manually implemented; The resulting five level 
autonomic scale is as delineated below; 

 Manual Level: At this level all autonomic management activities are handled by the human operator. 

 Instrument and monitor: Here, the autonomic system is responsible for the collection of information: 
This collected/aggregated information is analyzed by the human operator and guides future actions of 
the operator. 

 Analysis Level: On this level, information is collected and analyzed by the system. This analyzed data is 
passed to the human administrator for further action(s). 

 Closed loop Level: This works in the same way as the Analysis level, only this time the system’s 
dependence on the human is minimized i.e., the system is allowed to action certain policies. 

 Closed loop with business processes Level: At this level, the input of the administrator is restricted to 
creating and altering business policies and objectives. The system will operate independently using 
these objectives and policies as guides. 

The classification of the autonomic system to one of the above categories will give an idea of their full 
capabilities and also identifies what conditions they must meet for certification. The classification of AS based 
on LoA at this point is prerequisite to the next steps.  

The proposed validation and assessment method is based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) which is a 
hierarchy weight decision-making analysis method applying network system theory and multi-objective 
comprehensive evaluation method.  By dividing decision-making factors into goal, rule and scheme, AHP can 
implement qualitative and quantitative analysis [31]. Adopting AHP, we construct a three-level autonomic 
evaluation model, including Level of Autonomicity (LoA), autonomic elements and quality factors. The 
hierarchy structure of the proposed methodology is showed in Figure . The factors in lower hierarchy will be 
evaluated firstly, and then the factors in higher hierarchy will be evaluated until the integrated evaluation 
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result is got in the highest hierarchy. A similar approach is adopted by [20] in order to evaluate complex 
software. 

 

 

Figure 21. Hierarchical autonomic evaluation model 

In the autonomic systems with different LoA, the definitions of autonomic characteristics are different. For 
example, if the LoA of a system is higher, autonomic characteristics defined will be more and the autonomic 
maturity will be higher. 

Each type of aforementioned autonomic characteristic component is defined as an s-dimension vector 
according to AHP methodology. Each autonomic characteristic component is decided by n relative quality 
factors. We suppose that Tz expresses autonomic maturity of the lth LoA category, Sil expresses the important 
degree (weight) of the il autonomic characteristic component in the lth LoA category, and Si expresses 
autonomic value of the ith autonomic characteristic component. We can calculate T by using formula:  

 

     

 

   

    

 

In the same way, we suppose that Ni expresses autonomic value of the ith quality factor, and Nim expresses the 
important degree of the ith factor in the mth autonomic characteristic component. The autonomic value Sm of 
the mth autonomic characteristic component can be expressed as in formula:  

      

 

   

    

 

Therefore, the aforementioned methodology estimates the autonomic maturity T of the autonomic system 
based on the LoA, the values of the quality factors for all autonomic characteristics included and the selected 
weights of each level, which expresses the important degree of each characteristic/quality factor. 

The second approach, which is stricter than the first, testifies that the autonomic system is certified for all its 
valid autonomic characteristic, namely self-configure, self-heal, self-optimize, self-protect, self-awareness, 
open, context-aware and anticipatory. 

However, before the rigorous models could be applied within the certification we have to make certain reality 
check and make sure that all designers and testers and evaluators of NEM have comparable understanding of 
key features and capability of a system (NEM) under certification. We did find that this is often not the case 
and report our findings in the next section. 
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5. Raw Certificates 

5.1 The process 
The NEM Evaluation (aiming at producing raw certificates for sample NEMs) structure of this deliverable was 
designed to contain two parts: Part 1 with results of individual assessment of a representative set of NEMs by 
providing the evaluation of their reliable operation, of their trustworthy interworking and of their seamless 
deployment. This evaluation in turn could have two parts. Part 1.a with numerical evaluation (by simulation, by 
prototyping, by formal analysis, etc.) that was done elsewhere in the project and which evaluates NEM’s 
performance envelope. Part 1.b with expert evaluation of trust facets per NEM by dedicated experts based on 
structured questionnaire and on the procedure of consensus (using subjective logic)  building, which evaluates 
NEM’s competence envelope. Part 2 was to use a common methodology. Because 1.b attempts to be NEM 
agnostic it opens an opportunity to facilitate the common generalised assessment methodology of UMF 
conformant NEMs, which is at the foundation of certification process. 

This common expert evaluation methodology was given by the nine generic questions and associated 
assessments. Each NEM is to be considered from the three viewpoints:  

1. reliable operation of NEM’s algorithm; (algorithm per se) 

2. trustworthy interworking of this NEM with other NEMs, and (algorithm in a group) 

3. seamless deployment of the NEM. (algorithm’s life cycle management) 

Consequently, operator trust in a NEM will have three facets. 

At each viewpoint a NEM is to be evaluated at three sub-levels, which have the same structure for all 
viewpoints:  

x.1 basic NEM operation in noisy environment;  

x.2 NEM operation with context sensitivity,  

x.3 NEM operation with context sensitivity and cognition.  

Consequently, operator trust in a NEM for each facet will have three values. 

Each x-th evaluation is formulated as a value Ex and its confidence level CEx:  

Both values are within ranges -  Ex is within the [Tx,100] % and CEx within the [Cx,100] %, where 100>Tx,Cx>0 
are reasonable thresholds for particular evaluation. It seems reasonable to have Cx>50%. 

5.2 The outcome and discussion 
From discussions with some partners it appeared that the most hard part of trust evaluation is in the right 
definition of noise. We define noise here in the control-theoretic way as the metric that measures the distance 
between current input of a control loop and the ideal input. Of course the terms distance, input, and ideal input 
can be correctly defined only when the essence of  the control loop is clear (hence, the first version of a trust 
certificate is obtained by expert evaluation), however something can be explained even in a NEM-independent 
way. First, the noise defined as distance = ideal – current can be both ‘positive’ (lack of information) and 
‘negative’ (redundant information), with the former being due e.g. insufficient measurements or lack of 
response, and the latter being due to measurement of wrong KPI’s or non-pertinent responses. Second, the 
evaluation of thus defined noise requires knowing a model that is being used by the decision process inside a 
control loop. Note that according to the three viewpoints each NEM exists in the three control loops 
concurrently - algorithm, group, deployment (lifecycle) – and consequently will have three different models. 
The project has already demonstrated in Y2 review that deployment model can be one and the same for all 
NEMs; the hope behind this evaluation is that group model can be also one and the same for all heterogeneous 
NEMs, while the – unique for each NEM – model used in a NEM’s algorithm can be fully (100%) tested. 

Yet another difficulty was coming from context. Since the advances of context-based research It became 
common to consider that context always helps. We were asking : Is it really always true? Is it true for your 
NEM? Consider the case when context acquisition is also subject to noise (not even mentioning that context 
acquisition and processing cost time and effort), then suddenly context becomes a subject of evaluation (Is it 
the right context? Is it timely, accurate, etc.?). That means that you have to take into account yet another KPI, 
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related to context, and the resulting impact on the original KPI set might be negative. As illustration of this 
point we refer to the SOUP raw certificate (Annex A of this deliverable). 

Our two guesses on what might be difficult in the expert evaluation turned out to strongly correct. As the 
demonstration of that we placed the two raw certificates as Annex A and Annex B of this document : their 
comparison and expert’s rationale included in the certificates are very much illuminating. 

As a positive outcome of this otherwise discouraging exercise we derive the following comment on method 
evaluation: it seems that we NEM designers and engineers are at certain turning point where they must be 
prepared to depart from traditional in-lab evaluation of methods and face the real-life challenges, which their 
methods will face when embedded in the network equipment. For example, when in lab we are interested in 
e.g. convergence time of an algorithm, while for the same algorithm (method) - if it passes convergence 
threshold (but perhaps more algorithms would pass) - when embedded we shall be mostly interested in its 
ability to predict, which is of course rather different from convergence time. Necessarily, all algorithms that 
will be useful must be equipped with certain machine learning part, when tested in lab these machine learning 
parts can produce acceptable results due to known over-fitting issue. Again, to combat over fitting we need to 
evaluate the ability to predict. The above appears to be in-line with the general technological trend, which is 
expressed by Roger Barga of Microsoft as  "Looking up the stack, faster technologies such as stream processing 
engines, in-database and in-memory analytics are progressively being coupled with “agile” analytical methods 
and machine learning techniques to produce insights at a much faster rate. Analytical models are being 
embedded into operational and decision processes, dramatically increasing their speed and impact

2
.". It is 

essential, says R. Barga earlier that the above to be applied to situations  "with real-time changing conditions 
such as fraud detection". 

The above challenges discovered in purely technical evaluations of purely technical components appear to be 
strongly related to major values and assets of networking business, therefore we are prepared to consider the 
business impact of certification next. 

                                                                 
2
 keynote at DEBS2013 (http://www.orgs.ttu.edu/debs2013/index.php?goto=keynotes) 

http://www.orgs.ttu.edu/debs2013/index.php?goto=keynotes
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6. Business impact of certification 
This chapter deals with certification issues from a business perspective. While literature on the specific 
business consequences of different software certification methods is scarce, it is an important issue since 
choices made from a technical perspective might have significant impact on business issues. For instance, 
certain business model parameters might have been decided by past technical choices, or the type of 
certification requires changes in the value network, by introducing new actors or aggregating roles with 
existing actors.  

In subsection 6.1, the theoretical aspects of software component certification are being discussed, since they 
might provide parallels with the UniverSelf NEM model. In subsection 6.2 and 6.3, two scenario parameters are 
considered: respectively on online and offline certification and self vs. third-party certification. Finally, in 
subsection 6.4 an analysis is made by four scenarios based on these options, while subsection 5 provides 
conclusions. 

6.1 Software component certification 
Several types of software certification exist, but with using the UMF framework and autonomous mechanism, 
the UniverSelf model is not very generic. The autonomous NEMs in certain ways resemble software 
components: they are not designed for re-use, but they are designed to be developed by different parties and 
to work in a collaborative, or at least interoperable, fashion; similar to the definition of software components 
provided by Szyperski: “a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context 
dependencies only. A software component can be independently deployed and is subject to third-party 
composition” [1] via [2]. It is therefore natural to consider software-component certification, be it with the 
consideration that software components are designed for re-use rather than instantiation and execution. 

In software components, certification is an issue. In a 2000 SEI report [3], a survey states that lack of 
independent certification is considered the third biggest problem, after a lack of available components and a 
lack of stable standards. These results are not recent, but the UniverSelf NEM ‘marketplace’, especially in its 
infant state, will most likely face similar challenges as software components. 

An overview of the history of software component certification is provided by Alvaro et al. [2].  Their timeline is 
divided into two ‘ages’: an early age of mathematical and test-based models from 1993 to 2001, and a second 
age of quality requirement prediction after 2001. It also describes two failed initiatives for third-party 
certification in this field. The Trusted Computer Security Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) by the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIAS) and the National Security Agency (NSA) “at least partially because it had 
defined no means of composing criteria (features) across classes of components and the support for 
compositional reasoning, but only for a restricted set of behavioural assembly properties” [2]. An IEEE initiative 
from 1997 was suspended the same year since the committee was unable to formulate a strong candidate for a 
software component quality standard. [4] These examples show that providing a third-party certification 
system is far from trivial, even when it is backed by respected organizations. 

6.2 Offline and online certification 
In this subsection and the next, two scenario choices that are relevant for the UniverSelf model and discuss 
their business impacts will be discussed. The first focuses on the difference between offline and online 
certification. 

Offline certification is a traditional model, in which a NEM would be tested in isolation (only with the UMF) in a 
standard configuration. This is to ensure that the NEM behaves normal in a standard situation and conforms to 
set standards. However, when employed on an operator network, many alternative configurations and 
exceptional situations might occur that cannot be simulated in an offline setting. Therefore, a model that 
considers both offline and online certification should be considered. 

The distinction between offline and online certification was made as well in the E2R II project where it was 
applied to the market introduction of radio configuration software, although there the terms ‘pre-market’ and 
‘post-market entry’ were used. [5] While this does not necessarily apply to offline and online certification, in 
this case it does: pre-market certification is based on self-declaration based on conformity to harmonized 
standards, while the post-market entry certification was based on post monitoring of conformance recording 
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and analysis of configuration history. The second takes into account that “equipment may change their 
functionality, as well as their intended use, depending on the configuration implemented.” [5] The 
responsibility chain specifies that upon market introduction, a description of its functionality and its 
hardware/software combination, a declaration of intended use and a statement or declaration to a harmonized 
standard has to be made, as well as responsibility needs to be taken by the declarer. This responsibility is then 
only for a certain tested configuration. 

When translating this to UMF and NEMs, one could design a protocol in which, apart from the offline 
certification, a NEM developer assumes responsibility for several online configurations of its NEM. These can be 
hardware configurations, as well as combinations of the NEM with other mechanisms. Obviously, the 
harmonious collaboration between a NEM and the UMF is always assumed and falls directly under the 
responsibility of the NEM developer. 

A new entity, comparable to E2R II’s Reconfiguration Support Service Provider, can be created to monitor 
existing online configurations of different NEMs. They can provide to their partners an overview of online 
configurations together with their performance and evaluation. Network operators looking to acquire or 
license a certain NEM could consult this overview for similar configurations, thus achieving trust with a certain 
probability for their own configuration. 

 

 

Figure 1: Suggestion for offline and online certification system 

Figure 1 provides a suggestion for a NEM certification system that combines both offline and online 
certification. The model contains two NEM developers, A and B, who have developed three and two NEMs, 
respectively. These NEMs are named A1 to B2. Each of these NEMs are offline certified, which means that their 
functioning in a stand-alone situation (one NEM plus UMF) in a standard configuration is guaranteed. In 
addition, NEM developer A also provides a separate certification for all its NEMs together (NEM A1, A2 and A3 
plus UMF) in a standard configuration. Operator A only makes use of NEM A1, and thus can rely on the offline 
certification. Operator B employs all NEMs of developer A, having received confidence from the combined 
certificate of developer A’s NEMs. Finally, operator C has decided to employ NEMs from both developers. All 
these configurations are being monitored and stored by the Configuration Repository, which, as suggested by 
Voas [6], contains information on the software’s behaviour as well as on the ways it is being used in the field. 
When operator D wants to employ certain NEMs, it can access the repository and study performance 
certificates for different configurations, deducting a trust level for its own desired configuration. 

From an acquisition perspective this provides new opportunities that need to be taken into account. Operators 
might want to perform online testing, in a controlled environment and on their operational networks, before 
acquiring a license to use a certain NEM. Developers could anticipate this by offering leasing schemes that will 
lead to a license acquisition as soon as a satisfactory amount of trust has been gathered from online testing. 
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6.3 Self-certification and third-party certification 
A second scenario deals with self-certification and third-party certification. As in the previous case, these 
options are not exclusive and can be used in a hybrid form. 

Voas [6], [7] discusses the consequences of independent third-party certification as compared to self-
certification. There is a strong case for third-party certifications from both the user community as the software 
publishers. Users benefit from third-party certification since it provides unbiased assessments. The reason why 
publishers prefer third-party certification is to shift responsibility and/or liability.  However, benefits are not 
the same for all publishers. In a situation with self-certification, customers most likely prefer established 
players since these have build up trust over the years. A third-party certification provides a level playing field, in 
which new players can easily build up trust, backed by a third-party certification. 

The main reason, however, why third-party certification is not as popular as it should be from the above 
reasons, is that it’s hard to find a party willing to take up the role of the certifier. These independent examiners 
are considered experts, which in the legal sense, burdens them with a great liability. Voas compares this with 
the case of the surgeon: one can perform thousands of brilliant operations, but after one negligent mistake, 
also non-medical consequences can be severe, leading to bankruptcy of the surgeon. Regardless of the low 
failure rate achieved in the past, one mistake or miscalculation can cost both surgeon and software certifier 
dearly. 

So, as for the third-party certifier the risks are high and the benefits unclear, it might prove very difficult finding 
candidates to take this role upon themselves. If publishers or developers want to push for a third-party 
certification system, one solution would be to jointly invest in an organization that takes care of this task. 
However, then it almost becomes a covert self-certification system again, where publishers might exercise 
control within the certification body, and the organization might favour software products published by their 
members rather than those of other publishers. If, to compensate for this, all NEM publishers would be obliged 
to participate in the certification body, this would damage the open character that the UniverSelf project 
hoped to achieve for its NEM ecosystem. 

6.4 Analysis: four scenarios 
In the previous two subsections, two scenario parameters for a certification system have been discussed. Using 
those parameters, one arrives at four possible scenarios, as presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Certification scenarios. 

 Offline certification Offline and online 
certification 

Self-certification Basic Catalogue 

Third-party certification External lab Observatory 

 

In the basic configuration, NEM developers or publishers themselves will do all certification, and all will happen 
offline. This is the most basic configuration, since it will only provide a certification that guarantees the NEM 
(plus UMF) behaves well in isolation in a simulated environment. This might be the easiest option for the NEM 
developers and publishers, but at the same time, this provides the least valuable situation for the customers. 
This is not the preferred way when one wants to stimulate the use of the UMF framework and its NEMs. Also, a 
strict formalisation of the certification process will be required. This scenario is depicted in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: The basic scenario. 

In the scenario titled External lab, NEMs will again only be tested offline, but this time it is performed by a 
third-party certification institute. This means that before publishing, NEM developers have to submit their 
product to the institute and wait for third-party approval. If the basic scenario is similar to Google’s Play Store, 
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this scenario resembles the iTunes App Store. It will create overhead and a longer time-to-market, while at the 
same time the benefits over the basic scenario will be minimal since it only covers offline testing. So a neutral 
party will perform the testing, but it will be limited to a simulated standard environment. Moreover, this 
scenario comes with the disadvantages of the third-party certification, namely that there is hardly a business 
case for this role, as discussed in section 6.3. In that sense, this does not have strong advantages over the basic 
scenario. 

 

Figure 3: The external lab scenario. 

The catalogue scenario implements the scenario options of self-certification with online testing. This means 
that NEM developers and publishers first self-certify their software as in the basic scenario, but also receive 
feedback from real instantiations on operator networks. They can use this feedback not only for their internal 
NEM maintenance, but also for creating a (best-practice) catalogue for their NEM with the real-life 
configurations in which it is employed. The operators would be references to these ‘testimonials’, preventing 
fraud from the developer’s side and thus creating more confidence in this self-certification system. 

Moreover, in this scenario, developers and publishers of NEMs could generate extra business by developing 
consultancy services aiding the operators to smoothly implement their NEMs. This would allow them to gain 
even more insights into the building of this catalogue. 

 

Figure 4: The catalogue scenario. 

The final scenario, the observatory, displayed in Figure 5, is a combination of the external lab and the catalogue 
scenario. A third-party certifies a NEM with an offline certificate before it enters the marketplace. After that, 
the third-party collects usage information in order to compose a catalogue of configurations and usage 
situations. This catalogue will be accessible for other operators seeking to license a specific NEM. 

The advantage for the operator is that this scenario provides them with the most information, while it is all 
compiled by a third-party and thus considered objective. For the third-party certifier, this has the advantage 
that their task is more complex than in the external lab scenario, and therefore it could provide more options 
for revenue generation. For instance, the offline NEM certificates could be a basic service, whereas access to 
the catalogue could be sold as a premium. This might make it more interesting for a business actor to take 
upon them the role of the third-party certifier. 

 

Figure 5: The observatory scenario. 

Apart from the external lab, the scenarios in the order they have been discussed provide increasing 
advantages. Therefore, it might be possible to not consider them as a choice that has to be made beforehand, 
but rather three phases of growth: from the basic scenario to the catalogue to the observatory scenario. In this 
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way, both complexity and trust will increase, while at the same time the NEM market can prove itself while 
potential third-party certifier can consider their options before joining in the last phase. The certifier can build 
a new catalogue based on the ones already being provided by the NEM developers in the previous phase. 
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7. Conclusion 
The reported work is limited to a single project only, and within this project to a couple of domains, however 
we believe that this is a promising direction due to the following achieved benefits. 

We demonstrated that trust can be achieved by means of technological (non-functional) add-ons embedded 
into the fabric of network functionality concurrently with the management (governance) of that functional 
fabric; in that we follow the opinion that “a general theory of trust in networks of humans and computers must 
be build on both a theory of behavioural trust and a theory of computational trust” [4]. 

We claim that trust (more precisely Operator trust in SON) must be supported by certain technology, and this 
technology must be equally human- and network-friendly, thus the self-orchestration model we are building 
has two faces, and is formalised as extended policy domain – traditional mediator between human goals and 
network capabilities and “intentions”. 

Metric-wise, we propose to measure trust based on the dynamics of the cognition process, with several levels 
of trust indicators that help altogether to form the needed pyramid of situation awareness to make robust and 
informed decisions even in the situations of uncertainty. 

Complexity-wise, we actually propose to combat the complexity associated problems with complexity itself as a 
weapon: careful and detailed analysis of local interactions that result in the emergence of complex and 
dynamic behaviours is indeed possible and can serve as the basis of embedded decision processes that will 
require much less human attention than currently. 

These achievements we bring to the design of a certification process, which we outlined from the technical and 
from the business perspective. 

The business aspects of certification have been discussed: first by a literature review about component 
certification, second by an analysis of two scenario parameters leading to four scenarios. The analysis deemed 
three out of the four scenarios viable options: the basic scenario, the catalogue scenario, and the observatory 
scenario. While these scenarios can be considered as exclusive options, they can also be seen as a three-phase 
roadmap to a certification system of increasing complexity and trust, with the observatory scenario as the final 
state. This scenario contains a third-party certification body that subjects NEMs to offline certification before 
they enter the marketplace and constructs a catalogue of operational NEM instantiations and their 
configurations and performances. 
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Annex A: NEM SOUP Raw Certificate 
NEM Title:  Self-Orchestration via Utility Policy  

NEM #:   8 

NEM Designer:   Mikhail Smirnov <mikhail.smirnov@fokus.fraunhofer.de> 

NEM WP2 Expert:  Dana Satriya < dwianto.dana.satriya@fokus.fraunhofer.de> 

Date of completion: 27.05.2013  Deadline 17.05.2013 EoB 

Processing of Evaluations 

To build a consensus of the two evaluations we use the rules of Subjective Logic
3
 that operates with <belief, 

disbelief, uncertainty> measures, such that d+b+u=1 . For this we must interpret the two values <E,C> as the 
three values <b, d, u>. The structure of this questionnaire was intentionally designed so that such 
interpretation is obvious. First, since both

4
 Designer and Expert are mostly uncertain about the tolerable level 

of noise it is clear that E maps to u. Similar since confidence is naturally mapping to b the missing disbelief is 
obtained as d=1-b-u. Second, we evaluate the same mechanism from the three different viewpoints – RO, TI, 
SD – each having three estimates, thus the normalisation of the SL measures is again naturally performed for 
the first viewpoint as below: 

u(k)=E1(k)/[E(1) +E(2)+E(3)]; b(k)=C(1)/[C(1)+C(2)+C(3)]; d(k)=1 – b(k) – u(k); k=1,2,3 

The above is to be computed two times – for the Designer and Expert separately that produces the two sets of 
values <b(D),d(D),u(D)> and <b(E),d(E),u(E)> respectively. 

Finally, we apply consensus operator of SL to derive a common opinion on the mechanism under evaluation. 
Let us denote x(D,E)=u(D)+u(E) - u(D)·u(E) then the consensus values are given by 

cons.b = [b(D) · u(E) + b(E) · u(D)] / x(D,E); 

cons.d = [d(D) · u(E) + d(E) · u(D)] / x(D,E); 

cons.u = u(D) · u(E) / x(D,E). 

The results for NEM SOUP evaluation are given in the table 

Designer Expert  Consensus 

Evaluation(D) Confidence(D) Evaluation(E) Confidence(E) Belief Disbelief Uncertainty 

0,10 0,85 0,30 0,60 0,415 0,409 0,175 

0,12 0,65 0,20 0,60 0,360 0,488 0,152 

0,15 0,80 0,40 0,60 0,433 0,298 0,269 

0,10 0,80 0,60 0,60 0,416 0,426 0,158 

0,20 0,70 0,40 0,50 0,357 0,461 0,182 

0,15 0,70 0,70 0,60 0,409 0,365 0,226 

0,05 0,75 0,70 0,70 0,409 0,366 0,226 

0,05 0,75 0,40 0,70 0,397 0,413 0,190 

0,05 0,75 0,60 0,70 0,409 0,366 0,226 

 

Evaluation = Tolerable level of noise 

Trust in NEM’s Reliable Operation 

                                                                 
3
 See references under Links and Sources at http://wiki.univerself-project.eu/t44-trust-autonomics  

4
 However the essense of their uncertainty can be different therefor it is highly recommended to provide the 

two rationales as below. 

http://wiki.univerself-project.eu/t44-trust-autonomics
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Expert’s Rationale: As NEM consist of multiple sub components that builds the overall architecture, having a 
reliable entity will always be challenging, if not difficult. This condition however is expected to be worse with 
additional external entity (KPI) that acts as an input towards the NEM. This is because another layer of 
complexity needs to be added to sustain the external components’ reliability factor. An introduction of 
cognition technique is helpful to push the reliability of the NPI, however it is ensured that the difference 
between the three will not differ that much.  

Designer’s rationale: Context helps but not really much because a good design will convert all likely useful 
context into the “text”, what remains are domain- and deployment-specific pieces of context that could not be 
taken into account during the design. However I am largely uncertain about these unknown to me pieces of 
context. Nearly the same for cognition: there is not much room for cognition in the self-orchestration because 
orchestration is just scheduling, while cognition according to Mitola’s CR architecture is mainly in sensing (of 
radio) – there it is perfectly suited and the result will be brought to SOUP as more accurate input data, i.e. 
instant values of KPIs. 

1. The ability of NEM’s algorithm to solve its problem under noise 

Designer Expert  

E1=10% CE1=85% E1=        30% CE1=  60% 

2. The ability of NEM’s algorithm to solve its problem under noise with the acquisition of relevant 
context 

Designer Expert  

E2=12% CE2=65% E2=        20% CE2=   60% 

3. NEM’s ability to solve its problem under noise with the acquisition of relevant context and with the 
use of cognition techniques 

Designer Expert  

E3=15% CE3=80% E3=        40% CE3=    60% 

 

Trust in NEM Interworking 

Expert’s Rationale:  Multiple NEM is useful to solve a group problem, as long as the system is capable of 
handling overlapping decision. This eventually depends on many factors including machine learning algorithm 
that act as the primary decision maker.  The same reason as within trust for Reliable Operation, an acquisition 
of relevant context will complicate the process and will effect in overall algorithm solving. Nevertheless, the 
supporting group will be able to cope with the additional overhead caused by relevant context acquisition.  The 
cognition technique will for sure benefit the overall system hence the higher trust is obtained by the system 
group. 

Designer’s Rationale:  Because self-orchestration is essentially the group problem the evaluation of reliable 
operation is the same, however it appears to me that the role of context in this case is significant because in 
the typical deployment the parameters of groups of LTE SON control loops will not change very rapidly and 
therefore an ability to access some kind of directory service where the group information is being periodically 
updated will largely replace possibly noisy group communication channel. Learning may worsen the situation 
because of the over-fitting, which (as it intuitively appears to me but was not really studied yet) is a typical 
situation in group learning. 

4. NEM’s ability to solve its group problem under noise in group communication 

Designer Expert  

E4=10% CE4=80% E4= 60% CE4= 60% 
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5. The ability of NEM’s algorithm to solve its problem under noise with the acquisition of relevant 
context 

Designer Expert  

E5=20% CE5=70% E5= 40 % CE5= 50% 

6. NEM’s ability to solve its group problem under noise in group communication with context acquisition 
and cognition 

Designer Expert  

E6=15% CE6=70% E6= 70% CE6= 60% 

Trust in Seamless Deployment 

Expert’s Rationale: An introduction of UMF is useful to increase the trust level as by using a single governance 
entity will elevate the one decision point system. In a group communication, the UMF will be capable as a lead 
decision maker that decides based on multiple results that might be provided. Compared to overall system, a 
trust in seamless deployment should show the significant value opposed to the other trust system. 

Designer’s Rationale:  The deployment problem of SOUP is to to launch (also to stop, to modify parameters, to 
modify rate, …} the scheduling between already deployed LTE SON mechanisms, which mechanisms by 
themselves are much more robust in solving their deployment problems. But not SOUP. Because of the nature 
of scheduling SOUP has almost no means to decide on its deployment problem other than configured by GOV. I 
put flat  5% (not zero) for all three evaluations because there are perhaps scenarios involving interaction of 
SOUP with KNOW. 

 
6. NEM’s ability to solve its deployment problem under noise  

Designer Expert  

E7=5% CE7=75% E7= 70% CE7= 70% 

7. The ability of NEM’s algorithm to solve its deployment problem under noise with the acquisition of 
relevant context 

Designer Expert  

E8=5% CE8=75% E8= 40% CE8= 70% 

8. NEM’s ability to solve its deployment problem under noise in governance with acquisition of relevant 
context and cognition 

Designer Expert  

E9=5% CE9=75% E9= 60% CE9= 70% 

Consensus 

To assist the computation of NEM raw certificates by multiple experts we have created a spreadsheet termed 
“consensus calculator”, which implements the computation of a consensus operator from subjective logic 
applied to individual assessments of experts. 

The below diagram demonstrates the final consensus between the two experts, who took part in the 
evaluation of SOUP NEM. 
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Annex B: NEM Handover Optimisation 
NEM Title:  Handover Optimization 

NEM Designer:   Lutz Ewe <Lutz.Ewe@alcatel-lucent.com> 

NEM WP2 Expert:  Ingo Karla <Ingo.Karla@alcatel-lucent.com> 

Date of completion: 16.05.2013 ;  (Updates: V2: 03.07.2013, V3: 10.07.2013) 

 

Processing of Evaluations 

 

The NEM Handover Optimization optimizes autonomously the handover parameters in wireless cellular 
networks, such as LTE, as it had been described and outlined in detail e.g. in [Reference: D3.5, chapter 2.4]. 
Since then, this NEM has already been developed further to become mature for commercial product 
deployment. As a part of its functionality, this NEM does also contain a large set of additional security, stability 
and robustness controlling, ensuring and enforcing functions, control-loops and self-correcting functions, fall-
back mechanisms, special case handlings, as well as techniques to safely handle maybe occurring erroneous 
behaviour e.g. from other network nodes or arising from other external influences. Furthermore, the 
interactions with other NEMs and other SON functions is addressed and handled. This NEM has extensively 
been tested and validated at in demonstrators, in the commercial product division, and then finally in a 
commercial field trial with a commercial LTE network operator on the running LTE system with real users. 
These tests and trials do also include the interactions with other SON functions / control loops within the 
system. All these tests have confirmed that this NEM is very reliable, trustworthy and is safely able to perform 
according to its specified features.  

 

The evaluations of the sections below are summarized the table below, where “E=” denotes the trust level, and 
“CE=” denotes the confidence level in this trust evaluation. I.e. E=100% means fully trustworthy, and CE=100% 
means that there is full confidence that this evaluation is correct. 

 

Expert 1 Expert 2 Consensus Values 

E1=100% CE1=100% E1=100% CE1=100% E1=100% CE1=100% 

E2=100% CE2=100% E2=100% CE2=100% E2=100% CE2=100% 

E3=100% CE3=100% E3=100% CE3=100% E3=100% CE3=100% 

E4=100% CE4=100% E4=100% CE4=100% E4=100% CE4=100% 

E5=100% CE5=100% E5=100% CE5=100% E5=100% CE5=100% 

E6=100% CE6=100% E6=100% CE6=100% E6=100% CE6=100% 

E7=100% CE7=100% E7=100% CE7=100% E7=100% CE7=100% 

E8=100% CE8=100% E8=100% CE8=100% E8=100% CE8=100% 

E9=100% CE9=100% E9=100% CE9=100% E9=100% CE9=100% 

 

In all cases, the NEM-Designer and the NEM expert do agree, that is NEM is 100% trustworthy, and they have 
100% confidence in their evaluation, as based on the assumptions as stated in the sections below. 

 

 

Trust in NEM’s Reliable Operation 
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Rationale:  In order to address this assessment, at first the precise trust scope needs to be defined, the 
scenario against which the ‘trust in reliable operation’ is being evaluated. For the trust evaluation of this NEM 
here, we take the following assumptions: 

1) The NEM contains as an integral part all the above described set of stability, reliability and 
robustness ensuring functions, special case handlings, fall-back procedures, as well as mechanisms 
to detect and resolve possibly occurring erroneous external situations. 

2) The NEM’s operation is judged according to what is specified, according to what has been 
promised that the NEM shall be able to perform and within its specified operation conditions and 
parameter ranges. 

3) The NEM is embedded within the whole system which does also contain several control loops, 
such as e.g. power adaptations, and pretty robust handover procedures itself, as well as other 
techniques to ensure that the whole telecommunication system remains stable and reliable. This 
NEMs operation is also judged for its reliable operation, embedded within the whole 
telecommunication system. 

4) In order to assign ‘trust-percentage-numbers’ it needs to be defined which number describes 
which level of trust. We define here that 100% trust assigns that the NEM is fully mature for a 
commercial product without any trust-reservations at all. 

5) This trust evaluation here does address the NEM and the system, but this NEM evaluation does 
not include the low background risk of hardware failure, such as fire within the equipment-house, 
and not implementation mistakes or other human errors. 

 

Based on the above assumptions of the trust-scope, we do not see any indications which may doubt in the trust 
of the reliable operation for this NEM. The extensive testing in the business division and in the field trial in a 
running commercial network has not shown any aspects which undermine the trust in this NEM. This NEM is –
including all its embedded reliability features etc. – a fully mature product for commercial deployment in real 
systems. 

 

Within this NEM certificate, there are three cases to assess the NEMs “trust in reliable operation”: 
1) The ability of NEM’s algorithm to solve its problem under noise 
2) The ability of NEM’s algorithm to solve its problem under noise with the acquisition of relevant 

context. 
3) NEM’s ability to solve its problem under noise with the acquisition of relevant context and with the 

use of cognition techniques 

 

The performance of the Handover Optimization NEM can be influenced by the level of noise and of the one of 
obtained knowledge and by the use of cognition techniques. Obtained knowledge and cognition can be 
exploited to derive already better matching starting parameters which then potentially result in fewer iteration 
steps before the final handover parameter set is being reached. The noise influences the needed length for 
collecting measurement data for one iteration step, as e.g. the noise is averaged out; thus noise impacts the 
duration of the whole process. 

However, these noise, knowledge and cognition aspects do not impact reliability of this Handover Optimization 
NEM. This NEM is designed to fully guarantee a reliable operation, as specified, under any possibly occurring 
situation. 

 

9. The ability of NEM’s algorithm to solve its problem under noise 

Designer Expert  

E1=100% CE1=100% E1=100% CE1=100% 

10. The ability of NEM’s algorithm to solve its problem under noise with the acquisition of relevant 
context 

Designer Expert  
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E2=100% CE2=100% E2=100% CE2=100% 

11. NEM’s ability to solve its problem under noise with the acquisition of relevant context and with the 
use of cognition techniques 

Designer Expert  

E3=100% CE3=100% E3=100% CE3=100% 

 

 

Trust in NEM Interworking 

 

Rationale: In order to evaluate the trust in interworking of this Handover Optimization NEM with other NEMs, 
the particular case of the NEMs need to be considered as well as their interworking and conflict resolution 
strategies.  

There are several NEMs, which are orthogonal to the Handover Optimization NEM, so that there is no direct 
mutual influence. Thus their interworking aspects can be assumed to be non-relevant and there should be no 
doubts in trustfully simultaneous operation. 

The Handover Optimization NEM can potentially interact with some other NEMs, in particular with that group 
of NEMs which operate on the same handover parameters. In this case, it is necessary to coordinate these 
involved NEMs and possibly apply conflict resolving approaches.  

In particular well suited are those UniverSelf conflict coordination approaches which separate the NEMs in time 
and/or space, i.e. that only one NEM at one time operates on one particular parameter set. 

 

Similarly as before, the trust-scope needs first to be defined, based on which this “trust in NEM interworking” 
can then be assessed. The following additional assumptions are taken: 

 
6) The interworking between NEMs is clearly specified, and it part of the NEM to apply the suited 

inter-NEM strategies and procedures. This includes backup strategies how to handle non-specified 
interworking with not explicitly defined other NEMs. 

 

Based on these assumptions, it has been shown that the Handover Optimization NEM can trustworthy and 
reliably interwork with other NEMs, and there were no indications of any doubts in trust. Depending on the 
particular other NEM and on the employed conflict resolution-, or separation- strategy, the NEM performance 
may vary, but this does not impact the NEM robustness and reliability. The NEM does still interwork very 
trustfully according to its promised functionality and performance. During the commercial field trials, there was 
no indication which could lead to and doubts on the trustworthy interworking with the other simultaneously 
active SON procedures and system control loops.  

 

Within this NEM certificate, there are three cases to assess the NEMs “trust in NEM interworking”: 
4) NEM’s ability to solve its group problem under noise in group communication 
5) The ability of NEM’s algorithm to solve its problem under noise with the acquisition of relevant 

context 
6) NEM’s ability to solve its group problem under noise in group communication with context acquisition 

and cognition 

The performance of the Handover Optimization NEM could be influenced by the level of obtained knowledge 
and by the level of noise. However, these noise-, knowledge- and cognition aspects do not impact the reliability 
in this NEM interworking. This NEM is designed to fully guarantee a reliable and trustworthy interworking, as 
specified, under any possibly occurring situation. 
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12. NEM’s ability to solve its group problem under noise in group communication 

Designer Expert  

E4=100% CE4=100% E4=100% CE4=100% 

13. The ability of NEM’s algorithm to solve its problem under noise with the acquisition of relevant 
context 

Designer Expert  

E5=100% CE5=100% E5=100% CE5=100% 

14. NEM’s ability to solve its group problem under noise in group communication with context acquisition 
and cognition 

Designer Expert  

E6=100% CE6=100% E6=100% CE6=100% 

 

 

Trust in Seamless Deployment 

 

Rationale:  This NEM is designed and developed to be very robust, reliable and trustworthy, and to be able to 
interwork safely within a complex environment with several other NEM, SON and other autonomous control 
functions. From already at the beginning of the design, the NEM development was targeting towards being 
suitable for deployment in commercial networks. 

This NEM has been implemented by the product business unit into the commercial LTE product and has been 
tested in a field trial in a running operator’s wireless network. Thus this NEM has already been deployed and in 
this test case it has shown to work always safely, reliably and trustworthy. 
Thus the trust is very high, that it can without any problems also be deployed in other networks. 

 

In this evaluation, there is a distinction between the three cases: 
7) NEM’s ability to solve its group problem under noise in group communication 
8) The ability of NEM’s algorithm to solve its problem under noise with the acquisition of relevant 

context 
9) NEM’s ability to solve its deployment problem under noise in governance with acquisition of relevant 

context and cognition 

While a different level of noise, context and cognition could alter the NEM performance, these aspects do not 
alter the trust in deployment. The NEM can be trustworthy be deployed, according to its specification, for any 
of these cases.  

 
15. NEM’s ability to solve its group problem under noise in group communication 

Designer Expert  

E7=100% CE7=100% E7=100% CE7=100% 

16. The ability of NEM’s algorithm to solve its problem under noise with the acquisition of relevant 
context 

Designer Expert  

E8=100% CE8=100% E8=100% CE8=100% 

17. NEM’s ability to solve its deployment problem under noise in governance with acquisition of relevant 
context and cognition 
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Designer Expert  

E9=100% CE9=100% E9=100% CE9=100% 
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Abbreviations 
3GPP  3

rd
 Generation Partnership Project 

3GPP LTE 3GPP Long Term Evolution 

3GPP SAE 3GPP Service Architecture Evolution 

AFI Autonomic network engineering for the self-managing Future Internet 

AP Access Point 

API Application Programming Interface 

BoF Birds-of-a-Feather 

BSS Business Support System 

CAPEX Capital Expenditures 

CCO Coverage and Capacity Optimization 

CL Control Loop 

DiffServ Differentiated services 

DoW Description of Work 

E2E End-to-End 

EL Efficiency Level 

EMS Element Management System 

eNodeB Evolved NodeB 

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute 

FG-FN Focus Group – Future Networks 

FMC Fix Mobile Convergence 

FTTH Fibre To The Home 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

GW Gateway 

H2N Human-to-Network 

HO Hnd over 

ICIC Intra-Cell Interference Coordination 

ICT Information and Communication Technologies 

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force 

IRTF Internet Research Task Force 

IMS IP Multimedia Subsystem  

IP  Internet Protocol  

IRTF Internet Research Task Force 

IS Information System 

IT Information Technology 

ITI Instantaneous Trust Index 

ITU International Telecommunication Union 

ITU-T International Telecommunication Union – Telecommunications standardization sector 

KPI Key Performance Indicator 

LB Load Balancing 

LCCN Learning-Capable Communication Networks 

LE Large Enterprises 

LSP Label Switched Path 

LTE Long Term Evolution 

LTE-A LTE Advanced 

MLB Mobility Load Balancing 
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MNO Mobile Network Operator 

MPLS  Multi Protocol Label Switching 

MRO Mobility Robustness Optimisation 

MT Mobile Terminal 

NaaS Network as a Service 

NMRG Network Management Research Group 

NMS Network Management System 

OAM Operations Administration and Maintenance 

OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-division Multiplexing 

OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access 

OPEX Operational Expenditures 

OSS Operations Support System 

OTI Overall Trust Index 

PDN-GW Packet Data Network Gateway 

QoE Quality of Experience 

QoS Quality of Service 

RACH Random Access Channel 

RAT Radio Access Technology 

ROI Return of Investment 

RAN Radio Access Network 

RRM Radio Resource Management 

SGW Serving Gateway 

SME Small and Medium Enterprises 

SLA Service Level Agreement 

SON Self Organized Networks 

TCO Total Cost of Ownership 

TMF TeleManagement Forum  

TTT Time To Trigger 

UC Use case 

UE User Equipment 

UMF Unified Management Framework 

VoIP VoIP - Voice over IP 

VPN Virtual Private Network 

 

 


